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February 28, 2024

The Honorable William C. Smith, Jr.
Chair, Committee on Judicial Proceedings
11 Bladen Street
Annapolis, MD 21401

RE: NO VOTE ON SB0873 (BABY BOXES)

Dear Chairman Smith and Members of the Committee:

I am an attorney and a national legal expert on issues related to adopted people, the
people who are ultimately created through the use of state safe haven laws and so-called
“baby boxes.” I ask that you and the committee issue a DO NOT PASS recommendation
for SB0873, a bill that attempts to authorize the installation of baby boxes in Maryland.

First, I defer to the many maternal health organizations in the United States that do not
want these boxes in their communities. If you have not heard from them or if you have
questions about how these boxes undermine and divert resources from critical perinatal
health, I urge you to listen to and seek out their knowledge and lived experiences in
supporting what is most directly at issue in SB0873: maternal health and resources,
particularly for BIPOC and marginalized communities.

The proliferation of “baby boxes” in the United States currently benefits a single
corporation founded by anti-abortion activists: Indiana-based Safe Haven Baby Boxes Inc.
To my knowledge, there are no other manufacturers or sellers of baby boxes in the
United States. As a de facto monopoly, Safe Haven Baby Boxes has the benefit of a
vertical market over the devices. Not only does it manufacture the boxes, but it also
leases them, promotes them, works to change state laws to install them, controls their
installation and use, places limitations on local communications, and further promotes its
own "hotline" as a way to refer people to abandon babies in the boxes. That referral
process is obviously a financial conflict of interest that, to my knowledge, is never
disclosed to women or others in crisis.

I have attached a contract that SHBB uses for its "lease" and installation of baby boxes. It
is from a town in Mississippi and it is publicly available upon request. The contract gives



significant corporate control over most operations of the boxes, and even requires the
locality to notify the corporation if a baby is abandoned in a box. Such reporting is not
about the infant's or the mother's best interest but is instead intended to allow the
corporation to control communications about the abandonment and to hold elaborate
public press conferences to celebrate the boxed abandonment of a baby. This, of course,
does not comport with alleged promises of “anonymity” to birth mothers, particularly in
the small communities where many of these boxes are installed. For comparison, I am not
aware of any traditional safe haven location that holds such public press conferences to
announce the abandonment of a child at that facility.

There is no evidence---none--- that baby boxes reduce illegal abandonment of infants.
Rather, the installation of baby boxes along with the savvy promotion of them---including
the celebration of every abandonment---does one primary thing: increases the
abandonment of infants while diminishing any stated priorities for health and other
supportive services for communities. Ultimately, baby boxes encourage people to have
unsafe births outside of a safe environment or facility.

Maryland already has a robust safe haven law and leads the country in the number of
infants abandoned through its safe haven program, second only to California. If you
believe that illegal infant abandonments are a growing problem in the state---which they
are not---Maryland should rely on its current safe haven law as a partial solution. It should
also, more significantly, invest more heavily in maternal and reproductive health,
particularly community-based mental health services, crisis nurseries, and direct financial
assistance to low-income and marginalized people and communities.

For all of these reasons, I request a DO NOT PASS vote on SB0873. It is a bill that wastes
significant resources while benefiting a single corporation, all at the expense of the
health and welfare of individuals, pregnant women, and marginalized communities in
Maryland.

Best regards,

ADOPTEE RIGHTS LAW CENTER PLLC

Gregory D. Luce


































